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A mo(ve)ment analysis of two research
questions
• How do different forms of double binds, polarization, and
mo(ve)ments beyond alienation, change and develop over time after
Paludan’s burning of the Quran at Nørrebro?
• What are the changing forms of (collective) agency, which produces
movements beyond double binds, polarization and alienation?

An ethnographic mo(ve)ment-metodology
(Mørck & Celosse-Andersen, 2019)
• Structured group reflections and dialogue of the ‘heat of the battle’
moment and further movements - at two six hour long Learning-Labs
with nine social workers from The Street Pulse (dates)
• Ethnographic fieldwork and audio logs from Paludans next visits at
Blågårds Square, and the new relocated spot at Østerbro/Nørrebro
• Field work and dialouges with members of the affected communities
– fathers and children suffering the consequenses (of riots, RPs
mocking, and eviction from their homes)

How does it feel, when Paludan is exercising
‘his right to demonstrate’
• "If someone chooses to stand outside your front door and shout
whore, black bastard and asks your son how often his father fucks
him in the ass, while speaking African with monkey sounds. And that
person then asks your wife and daughter to go back to their darkie
homeland where they worked at the cheap and filthy brothel for
pennies. Then, as an ordinary law-abiding citizen, you expect the
police to remove the idiot, not to protect him so he can feel safe as
he defames and mocks you, your neighbors, the children, wife and
family you hold dear”.
(A local father talking to Wael, translated from Arabic to Danish to
English)

In the ‘Heat of the
Battle’

A conflictual moment and doublebinds analyzed from the perspective
of street level social workers
• The drawing: positioning the social
worker, Aydin, in the ‘heat of the
battle’
• He feels split in this moment; he is
in the middle of a polarized
conflict with a lot of thoughts and
feelings that overwhelm him.
• The agitated fathers won’t let him
pick up the children on the
playground, so he has to make a
decision in the same moment as
the police "ask everyone to
withdraw!"
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Trust and the relationship with the families
are ‘at stake’ in the wake of the riots
• The fathers are angry, but one week later they apologize to Aydin.
• Two weeks later: The social workers is now in Yellow vests, walking
with Paludan and the police. The fathers accuse them of defending
Paludan and his attempt to burn the Quran. The social workers argue
that they defend the members of the local society by getting arrested.
• Some of the local citizens are arrested , both young boys and fathers,
and they think the social workers are to blame.

The social workers accused of snitching to the
police
“If you accuse any of our colleagues of snitch to the
police, then accuse all of us. We all stand together as
colleagues about the things that are done in the
Project. So if there is something you are dissatisfied
with then it is all of us you are dissatisfied with”

Developments of new forms of collective
agency as counter hegemonic struggle
• The power of peace, love & harmony? Local mothers arranging
‘Flowers and cake’ fiesta and collective circle dancing at Blågårds
Square, at the same time as it has been announced that RP will
‘demonstrate’ (date)
• The power of noise? Local young men honking their car horns (date)
• The power of silence? Local young boys ignoring Paludan, playing
soccer on Blågårds Square like he does not exist
• Collecting signatures as protest? “How it moved me” to see small
boys and their friends collecting signatures to avoid being evicted
from their homes.

The power of
silencing RP?

Local young boys
ignoring Paludan,
playing soccer on
Blågårds Square
like he does not
exist
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